
University a long timeg
in the making
A university for Liverpool is
momentous news indeed. At last the
true nature and future of this South-

west community may be identified 
and realised.

Liverpool is, and always has been,
a dormitory suburb.

An army barracks. An affordable
place to buy a home and raise a 
family. A suburb with high quality
education facilities, which have 
probably never been fully
appreciated. 

We have primary and secondary
schools, colleges and two TAFEs. 

There is a specialised university 
at Liverpool Hospital.

Eight years ago, I lobbied to get a
University to come to Liverpool and 
for council to offer Casula 
Powerhouse as a campus at a 
peppercorn rent.

That would also have saved
Liverpool and the State 
Government $30 million in
restoration and ongoing 
maintenance costs. Council misread 
my intentions and I received a 
solicitors letter for my trouble!

Now, the university of 
Wollongong is interested in setting 
up a campus in Liverpool and that
possibility should be welcomed. Not
only will a university be able to offer
tertiary professional subjects close
to home for tens of thousands of

young people, but it will open
Liverpool to the possibility of 
teaching and training the world!

Think broadly folks: Universities
take in students from everywhere.
The town of Granada in Spain has a
population of 250,000 only about a
quarter of whom are permanent 
residents.

Liverpool can now become the
same. 

A family-oriented region with a 
branch of long-term tourism, Edu-
Tourism we can call it. I think the
current income to Australia from
overseas students coming here to 
learn is over $4 billion. It is time 
Liverpool shared in that. We may
see it happen. Thank you University
of Wollongong.

Ian Bailey, Liverpool
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